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1. THE EUROPEAN ENERGY MARKET TODAY

1.1 The price war

We are now in a market economy logic and, worst yet, in a price war logic. Yesterday the price of
electricity was based on cost plus a profit margin to allow for future developments. Not so today; the
price of electricity is only the tip of the iceberg in a fiercely competitive market where overcapacited
operators are intent on industrial mergers while forcing out smaller operators, where newcomers
intent on getting a share of the electricity business make or break the price of electricity. These days
prices are down : we've even seen offers at 0,14 FF per kWh (0,02 euros).
The Europe of electricity is not as yet a "fully-fledged" market offering trading fluidity and flat rates.
For now it is an overcapacited, disparate and very segmented market. Electricity companies vary in
size and in organization. Operational means are different, with a substantial over-equipment and
excess production which can now be commercialised. Within this context of low-growth market
demand and overcapacited productors, this fall in price may well be the new trend, at least in the
short and medium term: five years, ten years maybe?

1.2 Customer requirements

This fall in price is of interest to eligible customers as well as profit-making. Be it in France or
elsewhere, these eligibles have already started looking for the best offer and negotiating its terms with
several competing suppliers. Whether from the industry or service sector, these customers may not
have the same needs, nor will they carry the same clout when pressing for a price break. For
example, we have the large electro-intensive accounts, where electrical power may well represent up
to 40%, and even sometimes 60%, of their overall production cost. These customers require a
reliable, low-cost, constant (stabilized) electricity supply, but may also have specific process-related
needs (modulation, load change, ...). These large accounts usually operate several sites, which puts
them in a strong position at the price negotiation table. We must also take into consideration the
seven industrial hubs in France and the twenty or so more in Europe (mainly Northern Europe).
As to this last market, faced with other notable actors (Electrabel, RWE) and the ever present
competition of gas supply, the difference will rest on price quotes, innovative solution offers and quick
reaction capabilities.
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2. NUCLEAR POWER AND THE MARKET TODAY

2.1 The winning edge of nuclear power over the competition

2.1.1 Nuclear power is competitive

In a situation of price war, the best position is the one held by whoever is able to offer the lowest price
over the longest period. Nuclear power provides a competitive answer to these issues. In many cases,
the production tool is already partly paid off which means that while initially depreciation net charge-
offs figured for two-thirds of capital cost, they now represent only a small percentage of production
costs. Capital cost will go on decreasing and settle in the medium term. The resulting competitiveness
will enable us to face a sharp price erosion during several years and to make some offers which will
progressively boil down to include only fuel and operating costs.

2.1.2 Nuclear power factors the costs of tomorrow

Furthermore, the price per nuclear power-generated kWh includes and covers future charges:
provisioned construction dismantling costs, back-end of fuel cycle with fuel reprocessing and storage.
This is not the case today with fossil energy which does not integrate its environmental impact in its
costing. There is a strong possibility that in a near future the European regulation on release
standards - notably Co2 emissions - will be reinforced and become more restrictive, translating into
new pollution cleaning investments or environmental taxes that will further burden fossil energy costs
(including gas). Thus, nuclear power is cheaper while factoring higher charges in its costs.

2.1.3 Nuclear power guarantees price stability in time

A valuable assurance for the customer
Few electric power companies can afford to sell and guarantee stable prices over a long period of
time. Among the many and heterogeneous means of power generation in Europe, with their split
proportional costs often linked to hard-to-predict fuel price variations and the added contigencies of
US$/Euro exchange rates, offers based on nuclear power generation benefit from a close-to-zero
volatility. This guarantee of stability is a real asset even in times of falling prices. Of course, at first,
big industrial customers will certainly decide to modulate their power buying structure and "bet" on
the odds of a fall in prices hoping to take advantage of market opportunities, as will their main
competitors. However, most probably, a large majority of these customers will also seek to ensure a
long term fixed-price supply coverage for more or less half of their energy buying contracts, leaving
themselves free to roam the market and make the most of its opportunities for the other half.

A valuable assurance for the operator
Due to the cost structure of the nuclear power-generated kWh where Uranium comes in for only 5%
of the total cost, nuclear power provides a natural price coverage. Profit margin is ensured by the
close-to-zero cost volatility. As opposed to a competing operator of gas-fired power plants where the
fuel represents two-thirds of the overall costs. Though that is where his strength lies as long as there
is no low-priced gas shortage, his risk-commitment also extends up to two-thirds of the overall cost of
his product. In business, risk exposure has to be paid for, or in this instance, hedged by financial
instruments. When making a fixed-price offer, the profit margin of the gas-fired power plant operator
is highly at risk, and this exposure must be covered. This is a risk unknown to the nuclear power plant
operator.
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3. NUCLEAR POWER AND THE MARKET TOMORROW

3.1 The gas competition

Currently, the most sought-after power generating technologies are gas-fired combined cycles. They
are proving hard to compete with because of the fall in supply costs following the discovery of huge
gas fields and also because of their operating costs which are now only half of what they were ten
years ago. Technological advances (enhanced equipment performance) and industrial progress
(lesser investment cost) have added their share in making gas-fired combined cycles as competitive
as nuclear power. Furthermore, in some cases they answer a local need with local production free
from the expenditure induced by distant power grid transmission. However, the development of
combined cycles has its limits. In fact, a large increase in their number would call for significant
construction investments: gas transportation requires heavy specific infrastructures (gas carrier
terminals, harbour facilities, gas pipelines, pumping stations) which would need to be replaced and
increased if gas-fired combined cycles went on developing over a certain extent. To illustrate this
fact, if French nuclear power plants were to be replaced by gas combined cycles, their operation
would require that existing gas infrastructures be multiplied by three. The size of the investment
involved would bear directly on the increase in gas delivery price...

3.2 Nuclear power offers stable prices for tomorrow

Inasmuch as construction and maintenance costs are controlled, nuclear power electricity will
continue to offer stable prices in the long term, indifferent to foreign currency variations as much as to
fuel price upsets : oil crisis, political unrest, etc. No need to worry about a possible increase in nuclear
fuel prices as uranium resources are many and varied. True, nuclear power requires a significant
capital intensity, but once the investment has been made it has the edge of stable operating costs
over time: variable costs (mainly fuels) make up only one-third of its overall expenditures, and are
relatively indifferent to the variations in raw material price and exchange rates as uranium represents
only 5% of the total production cost per kWh. In gas-fired combined cycles the trend is reversed: the
investment is relatively small, as are operating costs, which explains its attraction for newcomers on
the energy market. On the other hand, risks are ahead and not behind, with two-thirds of the global
costs claimed by the price of gas. This situation induces a high level of uncertainty ten years from
now, maybe even less depending on the scenario considered.

3.3 Nuclear power environmental assets

Nuclear power, along with hydroelectric power and renewable energy is an environment-friendly tool,
particularly in the face of the greenhouse effect which is fast becoming a consciousness-raising issue
worldwide (4 g of Co2/kWh released by nuclear power, compared to 446 g and 955 g respectively for
gas- and coal-fired plants). Mindful of their commitment to Co2 emission reduction, European
countries will not be able to rely very much on gas-fired power. For example, if Germany abandoned
nuclear power generation and switched over to gas-fired plants, this would lead to a 13% increase of
its releases to the environment...while the country is already committed to a 21% emission reduction!
Yes, nuclear power has some strong environmental incentives, but also some disadvantages, namely
waste management. EdF takes entire responsibility for this issue and assumes fully the financial
burden of the ultimate future of radwaste. To this end the French operator is deeply involved with the
R&D required by the Law of December 1991 which provided a 15-year period, until 2006, during
which the feasibility of potential radwaste management technologies were to be explored.
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RENEWED INTEREST FOR NUCLEAR POWER IN EUROPE AND ELSEWHERE

Nuclear power operators everywhere have improved their performance and this is starting to
bear fruit. Increased competition, mergers, enhanced operation quality... In the face of the
highly fluctuating energy price in the United Sates, confidence in nuclear power is on the up,
as showed by the number of license renewal requests. In the United Kingdom, the
competitivity of nuclear power generated kWh has more than doubled. In Sweden the superior
performance of NPP units is boosting public acceptance.

A brief news survey

United States - trend reversal
In 1996, with the opening of the market competition, the DOE (Department of Energy) was planning
on the early shutdown of some thirty NPP units either for economic obsolescence reasons or non-
renewal of their operating license. In fact, the reorganization of the American electricity market is
accelerating and nuclear power no longer seems condemned to an early demise contrary to the
predictions of some consultants some time ago. This change of predicted fate is the result of a
heightened competitivity brought about by three determining factors:
- new managerial dynamics introduced by the competition. Plant availability ratio gained ten points
between 1990 and 1997.
- Utility mergers involving the association of different plant operators and resulting in a larger and
stronger production tool. For example, four plant operators from the Midwest joined forces to operate
7 units.
- the near-suppression of amortization charges due either to the age of the units or to market
mechanism of cost maturity instituted with market liberalization, which write off the debt.

In 1999, and for the first time in over ten years, atom is again the cheapest source of electricity
generation in the United States (1.83 cents / kWh). Just slightly ahead of coal (2.07 cents), more so
for oil (3.18 cents) and natural gas (3.52 cents).

A renewed confidence in the nuclear industry today is also felt with the successful requests for
licensing renewal and operating license transfer made to the US NRC (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) which, under the joint impulse of Congress and the utilities, has engaged a major reform
of its procedures. Recent problems, with prices soaring to $:7.5 per kWh in the Midwest and
California during the summer of '98, illustrate the appearance of new market conditions and the need
to find ways of counteracting these occurrences. Relying on financial mechanisms as an assurance
against sharp price fluctuations seems to be the proposed answer. However, market liberalization has
induced a general vulnerability of the American electrical industry. Medium-sized operators, the most
exposed, would be the first to go under. Paradoxically, very small operators with captive markets
(municipal power generation facilities, coops) may well hold their own longer.

" While all eyes are turned towards the price of energy in this country, the comeback of nuclear power
as the leading source of cheap electricity generation reminds us that the United States must have a
diversified energy portfolio and one in which civil atom must not get the smallest share. All power
consumers should acknowledge, as should government services and members of Congress, the fact
that nuclear power plants represent a tremendous value as much for the economy and the
environment, as for the safety, secure supply and price stability of kWh. Nothing can rival nuclear
power when it comes to generating electricity twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week." said
Marvin Fertel, first vice-president of NEI (Nuclear Energy Institute).
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Great Britain - a competitive leap
In Great Britain, Scottish Nuclear and Nuclear Electric have significantly enhanced their availability
ratio, rising from barely 50% in 1990 to 84.8% in 1997. This rise was accompanied by organizational
and budgetary measures which helped reduce the debt load. AGR and PWR units were regrouped
under the name of British Energy and production costs went down to about 0.20 FF per kWh as
opposed to the 0.50 FF per kWh ten years ago under CEGB management.

Japan - Nuclear engineering program goes on as scheduled
Japan, with its closed electrical system and its lack of domestic natural resources remains the most
proactive country in nuclear development. Within the ten years to come construction should start on
an additional 5 or 6 units. Worth noting, is the remarkable four-year construction time performance for
the last two ABWR units of NPP Kashiwasaka 5&6. Japan is also getting ready to load MOX cores.
Commissioning of the reprocessing facility is underway. Limited by law to thirteen-month long fuel
cycles, Japanese utilities are trying to lower their operating costs by shortening the scheduled
shutdown time and limiting the number of maintenance tasks.

Europe - Public acceptance is back
Finally, in countries where, following the Chernobyl accident, public opinion was loudly advocating
getting out of nuclear power generation, the assets and performance of this technology are slowly
starting a reverse-thought process. In Sweden, where ten years ago definitive shutdown of the 12
nuclear units was voted on by referendum, the units are still in operation (minus one shutdown in
November 2000). Their good performance - 86% availability ratio in 1997 - justify the opinion polls
steadily growing in their favor. Today, it seems that more than half of the Swedish population agrees
that the existing program should go on. The Supreme Court suspended the July 1998 decree notifying
the Barseback NPP shutdown. In 1997, Ringhals carried out the replacement of its steam generators,
showing the confidence of the utility in the future.
In Germany, the stated targeting of an early shutdown of all nuclear units will not take place before
several years.

4. CONCLUSION

In the current context of falling prices, nuclear power proves competitive and this will only progress in
the coming years. For the future, nuclear power must draw on two assets, namely environment and
economy. It offers a reliable and stable procurement policy, with both security and energy
independence.

As a matter of fact, only nuclear power may guarantee stable prices over the long term. Other energy
sources are branded by a high volatility in prices. And this volatility has a price in itself: customers
are obliged to hedge their risk exposure with financial tools. It remains to be assessed what will be the
share of these risk-coverage tools in the various energy offers, and what amounts the customers will
be ready to pay for their risk-exposure. All the above being economical scenarios in a newly emerging
and fluctuating market, where forecasts and market trending are still relatively doubtful.
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